Case Study – Feonic outdoors
Overview
Feonic Technology works outdoors;
Impervious to weather – no maintenance
Product
F1.3 / F4 audio drives
Installers
Various - worldwide
Feonic audio drives work outdoors all year round. Resistant to sun, rain, snow or frost, the drives require no maintenance, can be pressure washed and will not
deteriorate with time. They can be easily fitted onto the top of the deck or under the deck using the mounting plate accessory (fixing screws supplied), and will turn
your wooden or composite deck materials into stunning speakers. As the sound rises evenly across the decks surface, there is no noise pollution problem to worry
about as far as your neighbours are concerned.
Their low profile and small size makes them very unobtrusive – you can hide them behind a plant pot and forget about them until the next time you want to switch
them on.. They are perfectly suited for walkways, nature trails, marinas and costal walks, (having passed rigorous Japanese Salt water tests) and are impervious to
temperatures in excess of 100 C and down to minus 20 C. They even work when covered in snow.
Build them into kiosks or viewpoint information signs, add a solar panel, a proximity switch or “a press to play” commentary button and deliver a memorable audio
experience to your visitors and tourists.
“We were contracted to design, implement and install a multi zone piped in music system for a new bungalow belonging to a prominent businessman in
Singapore. This was a very interesting project as this was the first time we have done a wooden strip raised deck. The sound quality that we achieved was
amazing and the customer was very happy with the installation”.
.

Third party reference “In the context of the gallery all the different fragments echoed through the space and with multiple visitors, started to build up a rich
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